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GREEN PROJECT FINANCING SOURCES


Two major different categories of financing source are public (government) and private sectors.
Diagram 1: Financing sources / Main actors.Climate Finance Landscape, Climate Policy Initiative (2013)
http://climatepolicyinitiative.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/10/The-Global-Landscape-of-Climate-Finance-2013.pdf
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PUBLIC AND PRIVATE FINANCING SOURCES
The goal of Public Financing is to respond to market failure (“Green” project would be
financially unviable through the private sector financing only) with the support of
public and private sector projects and programs, using public funds. It is essential, that
the aim of such support is that the private sector could finance, which would otherwise
be impossible due to “failure” of the market, and its financing share could be increased,
that is the way to eliminate the market failure and self-sufficiency of private
investments.
Developing countries are highly interested in inflow of public financing of developing
countries, as the possibilities of own financial system are not sufficient to finance the
“Green” projects.
The private sector plays a very important role in financing the “Green” projects.
Mediators, such as the commercial banks, financial services providers and private
investors perform key role in connection of financing demand with delivery with lesser
transaction costs. Insurance companies and pension funds take over, distribute and
manage risks.
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PRIVATE FINANCING MECHANISMS
Financing mechanisms of the EE projects are as follows:
- Equity financing
- Debt financing
- Mezzanine financing
The diagram displays the company / project equity structure, where the liabilities
arising out of various types of financing are shown in the balance liabilities area.

Assets

Liabilities
Equity
Equity Mezzanine
Debt Mezzanine
Debt

PRIVATE FINANCING MECHANISMS
Equity Financing
However, the investor can take part in management of the company with the right to
vote; in case of the bankruptcy of the borrower, payment to such investor will be
carried out with the last priority. So the risk of losing their investments is higher, and
therefore the yields are high, however, its acceptance in the form of a dividend does
not have a strictly determined time, and it can be postponed by the borrower.
Equity = Total assets - Total liabilities
Change of the equity during a year:
Equity (at the beginning of the year)
+ Net profit
- Distributed dividends
+/- Input / withdrawal in equity
= Equity (at the end of the year)

PRIVATE FINANCING MECHANISMS
Debt Financing

PRIVATE FINANCING MECHANISMS
The company must perform the debt liability regardless of its failure. Due to lack of such a risk,
the lender has no right to participate in management of the company. Its characteristics are:
-

Fixed maturity and percentage of financing, which is usually lower than equity financing;

-

Short, medium and long-term financing (10-15 years);

-

Inclusion of payments of principal amount and interest in the loan agreement;

-

Demand for collateral, as a rule;

-

The lender is the creditor of the company and in case of its bankruptcy, payment is carried out
to the creditor as the first priority and only after that – in the equity for the investor.

-

Different types of creditors: private investors, international financial institutions (public
finances), equipment providers;

-

In developing markets in general, the interest and maturity of financing of the international
financial institutions is more favorable than in the local market.

PRIVATE FINANCING MECHANISMS
Comparison of Debt and Equity Financing in the Terms of Tax
Interest rate of the debt is reflected in the profit / loss statement and, being deducted to
the earning before tax, in principle, it reduces earnings before tax (taxable profit) and
therefore reduces the amount of the tax payable. In contrast, payment of the dividend
in the equity for the investor does not reduce the taxable profit.
Thus, the interest cost of the debt is deductible from tax. Consequently, the cost of the
debt will be calculated on the basis of the payment of taxes, taking into consideration
the effect of the “tax shield” (multiplication of interest rate on the debt rate), the latter
will be deducted from the debt interest paid.

PRIVATE FINANCING MECHANISMS
Comparison of Debt and Equity Financing in the Terms of Tax
Exercise 1

Income statements of the company A and the company B with various types of
financing is provided below.
Company A: The financing received is 1000, out of which 900 is debt (10%) and 100 is
equity financing (10 %)
Company B: The financing received is 1000, out of which 1000 is equity financing (10
%)
Please calculate the “tax shield”, its impact and equity cost per company.

PRIVATE FINANCING MECHANISMS
Comparison of debt-financed companies and equity-finance companies in terms of tax
impact
Exersize 1

Total Debt
Total Equity
Revenues
Operating costs
EBITDA
Depreciation
EBIT
Interest expense
Profit before tax
Taxes
Net income
Dividends

10%
10%

25%

900
100

0
1000

1000
-500
500
-200
300
90
210
52.5
157.5
10

1000
-500
500
-200
300
0
300
75
225
100

PRIVATE FINANCING MECHANISMS
Comparison of debt-financed companies and equity-finance companies in terms of tax
impact
Answer of the exercise 1
Total cost of financing to the equity-financed company amounts to 100 million (10%
dividends). The debt % for the debt-financed company is 900 * 10 % = 90 million.
Its taxes are less by 22.5 million (52.5 - 72).
Considering the similar costs of financing (10 %) of equity and debt in this financing,
total cost of financing, taking the impact of the tax shield into account (tax shield = 90 *
25% = 22.5) is 67.5 million (900 * 10% = 90) -22.5 ) for debt-financing and in addition 10
million for equity-financing, which totals 77.5 million. The benefit from tax shield
impact depends on the tax interest rate.

PRIVATE FINANCING MECHANISM
Mezzanine financing
However, the mezzanine financing shall be given to the companies well established in
the sector, with lesser or zero bank guarantee by the borrower. The mezzanine
investors enjoy equity investors’ rights in case of bankruptcy.

The risk of such financing is lesser than debt-financing and more - than equityfinancing. In the event of such financing, in case of bankruptcy, the investors will be
paid after the debt-financed investors, however before the equity-financed investors.
Usually, the capital investor will replace the equity-financing part with mezzaninefinancing, which reduces investment of own amount in the company’s equity. For
instance, the private equity investment company decided to make investment in 200
million business. It has free own 30 million funds, it has searched for 150 million debt
and in addition - 20 million mezzanine debt.

PRIVATE FINANCING MECHANISMS
Mezzanine Financing
Mezzanine financing allows the investor to invest in the company’s equity, which
increases the rate of profit plus the debt repayment supported by the contract on
monthly or quarterly basis or by annuity.
The borrower is interested in such financing, because it can consider the payable
interest as expenditure and thus reduce taxable profits. In addition, the borrower can
postpone payment of the interest. When a borrower company grows rapidly and so its
revenue increases, it converts the mezzanine debt into credit debt in order to pay a
lower interest rate.

FINANCING MECHANISMS FROM PUBLIC SECTOR

International financial institutions (international development banks and “Green
Funds”) basically increase their equity from public taxes. Such financing has the
following characteristics:
-

Through its direct financing and refinancing instruments (through banks) it
responds to successful EE investments barriers in the emerging markets: long-term
financing deficiency;

-

Such financing has a lower interest rate that also contributes to financing of EE
projects;

-

The refinancing instrument is often accompanied by the component of increasing of
intermediary bank’s capacities through technical assistance.

FINANCING MECHANISMS FROM PUBLIC SECTOR
Direct Financing / Co-Financing
Development financial institutions and Governments directly fund the “Green”
projects by their development or climate financing funds through:
- Equity;
- Mezzanine equity, or
- Senior loan.

In case of equity-financing, such financing is limited by a certain interest of the amount
of entire equity. As the project was owned by a private partner, i.e. it is a minor cofinancing in the equity.

FINANCING MECHANISMS FROM PUBLIC SECTOR
When the project has already been funded by private equity, the international financial
institutions evaluate the risk as minor in practice and finance 100% of the remaining
required equity. Usually the international financial institutions agree to provide private
investors with credit (higher priority) tranches, with a relatively short maturity period,
and also to carry out investment with subordinated debts (less priority) as a risk buffer
for a higher priority debt to make the latter attractive for a private investor.
Transmission of financing from the public sector into the “Green” project equity is a
certain sign of mitigation of indirect risk for a private investor to become more active.
At the same time, the primary goal of such financing is to provide long-term equity in
less developed markets.

FINANCING MECHANISMS FROM PUBLIC SECTOR
Refinancing
When local banks can provide quality assessment of a borrower’s creditworthiness,
however they can not issue long-term financing, the refinancing instrument can pave
the way for it. International institutions can issue debt to local banks in order to onlend the received equity to the “Green” projects. Such debts reduce the cost of
refinancing and eventually – the cost of acceptance of financing for the ultimate
borrower.
In case of energy efficient projects, when the companies, as well as a large number of
individual residents are ultimate beneficiaries, good knowledge of local operations and
market is needed for their management. For financing such ultimate customer, onlending through banks turned out to be a successful mechanism.

FINANCING MECHANISMS FROM PUBLIC SECTOR
At the same time, the international institutions should be confident in local partner
banks that they will success in on-lending. For this there should be a project pipeline.
In practice, local banks have problem not in liquidity but in long-term financing. As a
result, the lack of long-term financing projects leads to high interest costs without high
interest income in investment made. For this reason, the international institutions will
provide their technical assistance for support of projects and contracts.
Refinancing is often followed by a debt guarantee mechanism. Credit Guarantee
Mechanism means guaranteeing payment of credit by a guarantor in case of borrower’s
bankruptcy. The amount of the guarantee may be either an entire amount of credit or
its certain interest.

FINANCING MECHANISMS FROM PUBLIC SECTOR
“Synthetic loan”
The new mechanism of loan – “Synthetic loan” appeared recently in Georgia and
Ukraine (Basibank, 2019, 10 million USD). The “Synthetic” loan is distinguished by
following characteristics:
-

The loan comes from abroad however it is denominated in the national currency
(GEL);

-

Transfer, payment, repayment of interest of the loan is carried out in corresponding
foreign currency;

-

The lenders are international financial institutions and the recipients are Georgian
banks.

FINANCING MECHANISMS FROM PUBLIC SECTOR
Grant
The grant facilitates the “Green” project to overcome limited financial viability. The
pre-project grant reduces the amount of the required equity at the beginning.
The grant may be provided at the beginning of the project, as well as based on the
result, at its certain stage.
Positive impact of the grant over the “Green” project is expressed by decreasing the
interest rate of the debt, as well as by reducing the payback period. Especially in
microfinance programs, many donors use their funds in order to reduce the interest
rate on the local market for the end users. This serves two purposes:
-

On the one hand, to increase availability of the end user of micro-financing to
financing of the “Green” projects, and

-

On the other hand, it is also very important, to increase the attractiveness of the
“Green” projects in the mind of the potential decision-maker.

FINANCING MECHANISMS FROM PUBLIC SECTOR
Favorable Environment
The favorable environment implies the actions of the Government or, more broadly, of
the public sector (and as seen below – the actions of the international donors), that
create the available (not obstructive) environment for private sector investments in
“Green” projects. This includes a long-term vision of the “Green” development by the
Government and high transparency and durability of its commitment.
Sharing of this vision by the Government makes it easy for the financial institution
(banks) to create the pipeline vision of future project that will be used for cost
efficiency of due diligence of the new market. If the financial institution believes in
EE/GE targets created by the Government in the medium-term perspective and its
continued support of private sector investments by its side, it will look into, e.g. the EE
market regulations, capabilities with confidence and finance the EE project.

FINANCING MECHANISMS FROM PUBLIC SECTOR
Favorable Environment
If any, instead of implementing the certain projects, the donors focus their financing
programs on the regulatory framework of the partner country which further enhances
the supportive environment of the “Green” projects and the number of the “Green”
projects financed as a result.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency













Green for Growth Fund (GGF)
NEFCO (Nordic Environmental Finance Corporation)
E5P
Green Climate Fund (GCF)
EBRD (European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development)
CEB (European Council Bank)
IFC (International Financial Corporation, World
Bank group)
Global Climate Partnership Fund
Finance in Motion

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency







Green for Growth Fund (GGF).
GGF is a specialized fund supported by the European Commission
(EC), which aims to finance energy efficiency improvement and
renewable energy projects in the European Neighborhood
Countries.
The GGF is a long-term financial instrument for financing these
projects, that require significant capital investment and technical
expertise, and the lack of which is observed in these countries.
GGF is partially financed by Neighborhood Investment Facility
(NIF), founded in 2008 as a mechanism for financing energy,
transport and environmental infrastructural projects.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency






So-called first-loss financing of GGF is provided by the
European Commission and the rest – by dozens of donors. The
Fund is administered by the European Investment Fund and
the German Government.
The GGF approach is to provide a wide range of financial base
for the projects, on the one hand, and on the other hand to
achieve effective investments through harmonization and
coordination of the donors’ initiatives.
This is added by very important technical assistance - GGF
Technical Assistance Facility (TAF), which plays a key role in
achieving targeted assistance for project developers and
financial institutions.

Donor Programs, Financing Energy Efficiency




GGF carries out investments either indirectly, through
financial institutions (banks), as well as directly to renewable
energy and energy service companies.
Financing the sustainable “Green” projects, GGF provides
long-term benefits for citizens, businesses, local governance
and environment. Farmers can get financing for water
reservoirs and irrigation technologies, population and traders
can receive financing of new boiler or building insulation,
while businesses and municipalities can get financing for
improvement of perfect energy efficiency.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency





GGF-supported projects in Georgia:
In 2016 GGF invested 10 million USD in the first wind power
plant “Kartli”, located near Gori. In 2017, it generated 88
million kW/h, that exceeds the planned figure by 3,8 million
USD.
In 2017, GGF financed TBC Leasing with the loan of 2.5
billion EUR (senior loan) for energy efficiency improvement
projects in small and medium businesses. As a result of
implementation of the project, planned annual energy savings
amounted to 2,975 MW/h and reduction - approximately 349
tons.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency




In 2019, GGF invested 25 million USD in Bank of Georgia in
order the Bank could further increase the loan diversification
in terms of energy efficiency and renewable energy. This
investment is directed towards large, as well as small and
medium businesses, renewable energy projects and public
organizations.
The goal of GGF is to create a “Green” investment portfolio for
the Bank for construction, production and agriculture sectors,
to assist the Bank to get knowledge and afterwards - the
demand for “Green” loans from the potential borrowers.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency




In 2019, GGF invested 10 million USD in Basisbank, in order
to enable the Bank to finance the energy efficient projects for
large and medium businesses in agriculture and construction
sectors.
It is essential, that this GGF’s investment is so-called synthetic
loan, which allows the Bank to on-lend money in GEL and not
to take the currency risk while repayment of loan to GGF.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency





In addition, GGF, in case of both banks, strengthens positive
impact over its investments by using its technical assistance
(TAF), increasing the opportunities tailored to the banks, in
order they could better assess the energy savings and
environmental impact obtained as a result of potential
investment project.
Finance in Motion, which opened its office in Tbilisi in 2012,
is authorized to provide GGF with asset management,
technical assistance management and risk management
services.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency





NEFCO finances economically viable projects related to
energy efficiency and climate change, inter alia in industrial
sectors, which result positive impact on the environment.
NEFCO finances the debt and own equity. It may be a partner,
borrower and/or guarantor in the investment project. In
certain cases subordinated debts and debts with own equity
characteristics may also be represented.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency




Within the frameworks of NEFCO’s investment fund, the
maximum loan of the project is 5 million EUR. Loans are given
for medium and long term and provide market conditions.
When investing in own equity, NEFCO’s financial share is
usually up to 30% and does not exceed 50% of total
investment.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency

Typical projects financed by NEFCO are related to:
 Modernization of industrial production processes;
 Installation of advanced technologies with new industrial
facilities;
 Wastewater cleaning and waste management;
 Production of pollution removal equipment;
 Energy efficiency measures;
 Region heating modernization;
 Environmental consultations;
 Renewable energy production: biomass, geothermal water,
wind energy, small hydro.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency

Projects financed by NEFCO:
 Improving Energy Efficiency in Public Buildings and Using
Renewable and Alternative Energy in Georgia (2017).
 Specialized Support for Municipal Development Fund in
Project Implementation: Improving Energy Efficiency in
Public Buildings and Using Renewable and Alternative Energy
in Georgia (2018).
 Improving Energy Efficiency in Public Buildings in High
Mountainous Regions of Georgia (2019).

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency



E5P is the 200 million EUR multi-donor fund for financing
energy efficient and environmental projects in Eastern
Partnership countries. The fund is only the co-funder and uses
grant financing in combination with financing of major donor
in order that investments in these projects have lesser interest
rate and longer term.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency

E5P financed the following projects:
 Improvement of Energy Efficiency in Tbilisi Public Schools
(2015) in partnership with CEB.
 Ecologically Clean Buses (Blue) of Tbilisi 2016, in partnership
with EBRD.
 Ecologically Clean Buses (Blue) of Batumi 2017, in partnership
with EBRD.
 Improving Energy Efficiency in Public Buildings and Using
Renewable and Alternative Energy in Georgia (2017), in
partnership with NEFCO.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency

EBRD, in partnership with GCF, finances the projects with
positive impact on climate in 10 countries, through partner
banks, in industrial, commercial, residential, transport and
agricultural sectors.
EBRD has established a lending program called “Sustainable
Energy Financing Tools”, providing the partner banks with credit
lines aimed at creation of self-sufficient markets in the field of
energy efficiency, renewable energy and climate sustainability.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency

As a result, banks issue credits for energy efficiency, renewable
energy and climate sustainability projects of small and medium
businesses and special purpose companies.
In addition to financing, EBRD provides technical assistance to
banks as well as borrowing organizations, which implies that
they increase their capacity to draw up, evaluate and monitor the
projects.
EBRD usually funds the projects with 15 years of operational
duration.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency

The projects funded by EBRD in this area are as follows:
 The first wind power station “Kartli”, up to 70% of the cost of
the project;
 Ecologically clean buses of Tbilisi;
 Ecologically clean buses of Batumi.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency






From GCF-EBRD Sustainable Energy Financing Facilities
(SEFF) – financing of 1.4 billion USD was approved in 2016 for
10 countries, including Georgia.
On-lending will be carried out through this program in
partner banks to create their credit lines in order to finance
energy efficient, renewable energy and sustainable climate
projects and thus to create self-sufficient markets in these
sectors. Implementation period lasts for 15 years.
Expected benefits: saving of 27.5 million tons of emissions,
72,840 beneficiaries, 33,000 women.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency




With this program, through mediation of the banks, up to
20,000 projects with possibility of growth and imitation will be
financed in industrial, commercial, construction, transport and
agriculture sectors. Small and medium companies, special
purpose companies, domestic economies will receive the
banks’ credit lines to increase energy efficiency, renewable
energy and sustainable climate projects.
Assistance will be carried out beyond financing, as a technical
consultation for banks, as well as for the borrowers to increase
their capacity in assessment and monitoring of the project, in
gender activation.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency

CEB also finances the energy efficiency. CEB financed 14 million
EUR (sovereign loan) in the project of improvement of energy
efficiency in 25 public schools of Tbilisi in 2016. In this project,
as it is shown on the slide, the grant was provided by E5P.
Global Climate Partnership Fund provide technical assistance for
Basisbank, including in relation to increase of the capacity in
terms of energy efficiency.

Donor Programs and Financial Instruments, Financing Energy Efficiency

Within the frameworks of the Partnership Strategy of the World
Bank Group Member States, IFC works to increase the
availability of MSE (Medium and Small Enterprises) financing.
This aims to provide sustainable development of private sector, to
promote trade and competitiveness, to provide significant growth
of renewable energy potential, to improve productivity of
agriculture and processing industry, to contribute to food safety
quality and public-private partnership development.
Since 2016, 1.64 billion long-term financing has been implemented,
including hydropower plants - Nenskra and Adjaristskali.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

CURRENT FINANCIAL PRODUCTS

Donor

Financial instruments

Green for Growth Fund (GGF)

Financing through financial institutions
(banks) + technical assistance (TAF):
 TBC Leasing – loan of 2.5 Million EUR
(Senior Loan);
 Bank of Georgia - 25 million EUR for
“Green Portfolio”;
 Basisbank - Synthetic loan of 10 million
EUR;
 As well as directly to renewable energy
and energy service companies.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

CURRENT FINANCIAL PRODUCTS

Donor

Financial instrument

NEFCO

Finances loan and equity in conjunction
with grant financing (E5P). In the
investment project it may be a partner, a
borrower and/or a guarantor. In certain
cases, subordinated loans and loans with
equity characteristics may also be
represented.

E5P

Is only co-funder and uses grant financing
in combination with financing of the main
donor.

4

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

CURRENT FINANCIAL PRODUCTS

Donor

Financial instrument

10 countries, 15 years, total financing of
1,385,000,000 USD
72.7% of GCF co-financing

With loan and grant combination, the
crediting program called “Sustainable
Energy Financing Tools”, providing the
partner banks with credit lines aimed at
financing of energy efficiency, renewable
energy and climate sustainability.

EBRD,
Loan: 973 million
Grant: 34 million
GCF-EBRD Sustainable Energy Financing
Facilities (SEFF)
Loan: 344 million
Grant: 34 million
CEB

Sovereign loan in conjunction with the
grant (E5P).
4

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

ROLE OF FINANCING IN INDUSTRIAL ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

Energy efficiency is a public goodness, reducing energy consumption and energy supply
costs, which eventually leads to extension of life of finite natural energy resources.
Energy efficiency is also the tool by which the industrial and commercial organizations
can increase their profitability and competitiveness.
In addition, the study showed that increasing energy efficiency is the most economical
way for the organization to reduce amount of greenhouse gas emissions. (McKinsey’s GHG
abatement cost curves being one of the best known analysis– refer McKinsey & Company,
2010. Impact of the financial crisis on carbon economics – Version 2.1 of the Global
Greenhouse Gas Abatement Cost Curve).

4

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

ROLE OF FINANCING IN INDUSTRIAL ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

In order to increase the energy efficiency, it is necessary to invest in EE projects /
activities, and the latter faces a lot of barriers in practice:







Behavioral and perceptual (in relation to novelty);
Policy and regulatory legislation;
Information and knowledge;
Access to finances;
These barriers slow down or make these investments and resulted positive effect of
energy efficiency impossible.

4

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

ROLE OF FINANCING IN INDUSTRIAL ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

In the industrial sector, many EE projects have a relatively short payback period
(typically 3-4 years), even with no extra income (e.g. sale of greenhouse gas
savings) or stimulating mechanisms. However, the processes in this sector have
inherent inertia, e.g. practice of delay in more efficient refurbishment of
equipment, if available equipment is still functioning. Businesses often do not
carry out thoughtful investment in the energy and process efficiency until the
capital equipment does not itself come out of order or would have to be renewed
or modified in scheduled manner.

4

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

ROLE OF FINANCING IN INDUSTRIAL ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

In order to understand the profit of energy and process efficiency and to
make appropriate investments, business needs an external impact or
knowledge about this benefit. Taking into consideration, that in order to
get the result of energy and process efficiency, it is necessary to carry out
investment, the key component in making decisions for the organization is
availability of finances.

4

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

ROLE OF FINANCING IN INDUSTRIAL ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

In order to implement the Energy Efficiency Improvement Project successfully , 2 key
conditions must be implemented:
 First, the decision-makers must be aware that there are relevant and effective solutions
to this challenge. Without such knowledge they will not be able to evaluate the
benefits of energy efficiency and to continue investment in standard projects and
decisions (business-as-usual scenario).
 Second, energy-efficient solutions result in energy consumption and eventually in
financial savings (less consumption * price). This advantage is often enough to make
the project financially viable that facilitates investment decision-making.

4

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

ROLE OF FINANCING IN INDUSTRIAL ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

All programs of energy efficiency financing, elaborated benefits and regulations focus on
answering two critical issues:
a) Promotion of distribution of knowledge and facilitation of awareness of decisionmakers and funders in the field of industrial energy efficiency, such as trainings,
conferences, audits ...; and
b) Increasing the opportunity cost between energy efficiency improvement and businessas-usual scenarios, such as the increase in cost of social and environmental impacts (as a
result, if the EE project is not implemented, the beneficiary will have significant social or
environmental expenditures) or to make investments mandatory, using limitations and
fines.

4

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

ROLE OF FINANCING IN INDUSTRIAL ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

Due to the role of finances, two important issues will be covered at the
industrial energy efficiency training:
1. Financing solutions that reduce the cost of energy efficient solutions,
identifying the most successful industrial financial decisions in practice,
and
2. Indication of details of the best decisions of financing, which have
given us the opportunity to reduce the financial and other relevant costs
of energy efficient solutions and resulted in increase of the cost of failure
of investment in these decisions (opportunity loss price).

4

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

Energy Efficiency Financing Mechanisms and Major Industrial EE
Programs
EE financing sources are diverse: governmental, international financial institutions, private sector,
philanthropists. The goals and periods of financing programs are therefore different.
Widespread EE financing mechanisms and programs are as follows:







Grants, mitigating the expenses, especially the pre-implementation costs of the project, e.g. grants
for energy audits, technical part of the EE project;
Subsidies and discounts, e.g. for procurement of EE equipment;
Tax privileges / delays, e.g. for procurement of special equipment;
Low interest loans;
Dedicated credit lines;
Risk sharing mechanisms, e.g. provision of partial credit or first loss guarantees.

4

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

Energy Efficiency Financing Mechanisms and Major Industrial
EE Programs
The key component of the EE financing mechanism is reduction of accompanied risks for EE project
implementers to provide access to less expensive financing. Such mechanisms are:



Credit guarantees, for example: from government agency or international financial institutions;
Risk distribution mechanism, when risk is distributed to most relevant parties, e.g. ESCO. Taking
of such risk may also mean the first loss compensation mechanism.

Stimulus and support of EE financing may also be derived from:




Utility service financing programs. They are based on the gains from customer service tax.
EE / equity funds. They finance the initial costs of the project.
ESCO. Provides both financing and technical decisions.

4

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

Energy Efficiency Financing Mechanisms and Major Industrial EE
Programs
EE programs have extensive goals: reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, energy
savings, and often include targeted areas of renewable energy:
-

According to sectors: residential, commercial buildings, small and medium
enterprises and industrial organizations.
Renewable energy projects, where it is difficult to separate the EE share.

4

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CENTRE GEORGIA

Energy Efficiency Financing Mechanisms and Major Industrial
EE Programs
Institute for Industrial Productivity (IIP) has selected 8 successful industrial EE financing programs
according to the following characteristics:
-

Amount of saved energy / amount of saved greenhouse gases compared to investment ratio;
Financial performance of the project (payback time, NPV, IRR);
Project monitoring and reporting component;
Project information distribution component;
Legislative / regulatory support component;
Involvement of private sector in the project - Impact of catalyst: The amount of private equity
attracted to 1$ public investment;
Program adaptation to industry sector and local market;
Effectiveness of the program in accordance with the investments made;
Program dimensions;
Availability of energy market prices and possibility of making their long-term forecasts that
enables formation of strategic vision.
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Major Industrial EE Programs
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Economic Impact of Energy Efficient Investment

In the analysis given in the report “The macro-level and sectorial impacts of Energy Efficiency
Policies, European Commission, 2017”, the next impact of EE investments is revealed (crowding out
means pessimistic scenario, when part of the investment is flown in no-EE sectors):
Economy and Employment
Implementation of measures to achieve energy efficiency goals has a positive impact over both gross
domestic product and employment. GDP and employment are rising simultaneously with
improvement of energy efficiency scales.
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Economic Impact of Energy Efficient Investment



In the scenario of 30% target of energy efficiency, GDP is increased by 0.4%, while
employment is increased by 0.2% in relation to 27% target scenario by 2030, while in
the most ambitious EUCO40 scenario, the growth potential of GDP increases by more
than 4% and employment - by more than 2%.



Many workplaces will be created in the sectors, directly serving energy efficiency (e.g.
construction, engineering), however employment is also increasing in indirectly
related sectors of the economy. Unemployment in the European Union can be reduced
by 3 million by 2030.



It is very important for Georgia, that achieving substantial amounts of energy savings
will contribute to reduction of increased imports due to the increasing demand for
energy, which will contribute to reduction of currency drain and stability of GEL.
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Economic Impact of Energy Efficient Investment

State Budget
More ambitious targets for energy efficiency can have a more positive impact over the budget
balance of the EU Member States. This is done in several different ways. For instance, since the
public sector finances energy efficient improvement projects (for example, in public services), it will
later apply low energy taxes. In addition, indirect effect will have a greater impact over public
budgets. For example, through increasing employment, taxes and social contributions of the
employees will be increased and social security taxes will be reduced.


Positive impact over the budget balances of the state sector can make up in average 2% of the
GDP in the EU. This is a significant amount compared to 3% ceiling of the budget deficiency set by
the European Stability and Growth Pact.
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Economic Impact of Energy Efficient Investment
Industrial Competitiveness
Impact over industrial competitiveness is focused on the European Energy Intensive Industries
(EII). Although these sectors have a relatively small share of gross domestic product, they often play
an important role in supply chains (including energy efficient equipment). In all indicated scenarios
of energy efficiency targets, these sectors will reduce energy consumption on the product units
produced. This reduction is especially high in the high-profile scenario that increases the
competitiveness of the enterprise.


Results show that increase of energy efficiency should be followed by increasing of international
competitiveness of European EII companies by 2030 by 5% in relation to baseline scenario.


It is the lesser known aspect that small and medium business is an important part of the turnover
in the Energy Intensive Industries (EII) sector in the EU. They represent the majority of sectors,
employ the employees from 30% to 60% in sector, and turnover varies from 10% to 34% by industry
subsectors.
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Economic Impact of Energy Efficient Investment

Impact on Healthcare

Potential of energy efficiency measures is crucial for creation of health-related savings. The scale
of healthcare costs, morbidity and mortality cost savings correlate with volume of investments in
energy efficiency. However, this correlation is not linear, the larger savings will be obtained from
larger investments.


Potential benefits to healthcare during the period up to 2030, % EUCO27 with respect to the
scenario.
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Economic Impact of Energy Efficient Investment

Health protection benefits are collected over time. By 2030, transition from 27% efficiency target
to 30% will cause annual savings of 28.3 billion EUR on healthcare, while transfer on 40% - annual
savings of 77 billion EUR. Most of these savings are achieved by reducing particle emissions.
Contamination of internal air pollution of the buildings is majority in total savings.
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Economic Impact of Energy Efficient Investment

Social Impact

The large share of energy savings in the discussed scenario comes to the buildings and therefore a
lot of social impacts from improved energy efficiency depends on the type of buildings.


In the case of industrial buildings, the enterprise will save energy consumption itself which will
have a positive impact over growth of potential remuneration of the staff, employment stability and
employment growth.
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Environmental Impact
There are several environmental benefits added to energy efficiency. Despite the “reload” effect
(see below), energy consumption in the EU in all scenarios decreases from 7% to 18%. Greenhouse
gas emissions are also reduced; In every scenario 40% reduction in 2030 is a target and with more
ambitious scenarios it will exceed by 7 percentage point.


At EU level there is a reduction in SO2, NOx and particle emissions. The health impacts are
described earlier on reduction of these results. In some Member States, however, it may be increased
in certain types of emissions. This is due to energy efficiency and EU ETS interaction; below demand
for ETS benefits leads to reduction in prices, which may mean more coal consumption for electricity
generation. Environmental and healthcare benefits would be greater if additional regulatory measures
are taken to prevent a significant role of use of coal in the energy sector.
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Industrial EE Project Development and Planning Process

Development of industrial EE project requires considerable time and skills. This includes following
stages:


Identification and development of primary project;



Evaluation of potential energy savings;



Search for financing;



Installation and exploitation of equipment;



Industrial EE project development process and external context.
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Industrial EE Project Development and Planning Process
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Industrial EE Project Development and Planning Process

Business Plan
The business plan of the project is a collection of documents prepared by project initiators or
managers, which clearly demonstrate the economic viability of the project, technical, financial and
economic justification for feasibility of the main components of the project. The document should
also show, how to manage the main aspects of the project, including identification and management of
the associated risks. Creation of such a document requires adequate financial competence (for
example, financial consultant or international financial institution, e.g. EBRD).
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Industrial EE Project Development and Planning Process

Therefore, on the one hand, the business plan consists of the operational and financial goals of
the project and the ways of their achievement in time. On the other hand, the business plan is also a
mean of sale (marketing) of the project directed to potential funders of the project, state organizations
and other stakeholders, engagement of which may be necessary for implementation of the project.


Objectives and details of the business plan in the project development process can be changed
according to (i) at which stage of the project development it is achieved; (ii) as well as the target
group using the plan. First of all, the plan tailored to the needs of different stakeholders will succeed.
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Industrial EE Project Development and Planning Process

The preparation process of new financially sustainable project usually consists of four different
phases:







A pre-feasibility study - Identification of the new project, initial assessment, calculations and
analysis.
Feasibility study stage – Development of detailed concept of the project, in-depth calculations and
analysis of financial, economic, environmental and social impacts. (EBRD has a policy which, in
the case of approval of the pre-feasibility study, off-loan, will prepare the feasibility study free of
charge with its own consultant group).
Contractual negotiations phase – Negotiation for project agreements with project participants,
serving technical, financial and commercial drafts of the project.
Funding attraction stage - Mobilization of financing, with own resources or jointly from
international financial institutions, international development funds (e.g. GGF) and/or banks (e.g.
EBRD).
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Industrial EE Project Development and Planning Process

The business plan of the project is based on different opinions and expectations about
the future. Therefore, it is subject to the risk of uncertainty. The level of uncertainty is
high at the initial stage, when there are large amount of assumptions. It decreases along
with development of the project when the initial assumptions are changed by more
accurate data. For instance, initial investment expenses may not be detailed completely in
the initial estimates. While after completion of the contract negotiations phase, the
sponsors of the project will have detailed proposals from equipment manufacturers or
contractors (engineering-procurement-construction / operating-maintenance), which will
make investment expenses much more precise.
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Decreasing uncertainity & Increasing
details and complexity

Industrial EE Project Development and Planning Process

Evaluation phase
Feasibility study phase
Contract negotiation phase
Fundraising phase
Contract negotiation phase
Operating phase
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Industrial EE Project Development and Planning Process
Project development phase
Evaluation

Project beneficiaries
Initiators, developers, sponsors

Feasibility study

Governance bodies

Negotiation

Engineering-procurement-builder / operationalmaintenance / client (off-taker) / contractors

Fundraising

Project sponsors, CPI, commercial borrowers

Objectives of the business plan
- Identification of potential of financially attractive
project;
- Evaluation of the general viability of the project;
- Decision on prolongation / non-prolongation of the
project.
- Demonstration of the fact that the project meets the
conditions for financing with subsidized loans or
grants;
- Demonstration of the fact that the project can be
realized with adequate expenses and within the time
required for participation in the tender procedure.
- Grounds for negotiations with the project
implementing entity, for obtaining the effective
contracts in time and price;
- For solution of the project needs;
- For transmission of the project risk to contractor
partners.
- For assessment of economic viability;
- Demonstration of the fact that the project has the
payback norm to receive confirmation on final
financing;
- Demonstration of the fact that the project meets the
conditions for funding with subsidized loans or grants;
- Demonstration of the fact that the project is generally
financially self-sufficient (it may serve the obtained
financing in the relevant time, even if the revenues are
lesser than expected).
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Industrial EE Project Development and Planning Process
Executive Summary
Project review
Introduction
Goals
Background and Current Status
Business model and strategy
Sources of Cash Inflows
Operational Plan
Marketing Strategy
Management and Labor Resources Structure
Structure of Labor Resources
Management Qualifications
Partners
Project Technologies
Technologies and their Providers
Market and Economics Sector Survey
Market Survey (Michael E. Porter’s Five Forces Model or SWOT Analysis.)
Market Change Trends
Analysis of Competitors
Competitive Advantage Analysis
Project Implementation Plan
Project Risk Analysis
Risk Identification and Description
Risk Mitigation and Management
Sensitivity Analysis
Investment Opportunities in the Project (For Potential Funders)
Investment Structure
Existing Funding
Investment Target Structure
Financial / Economic Analysis
Main Assumptions
Cash Flow Forecast
Financial / Economic Indicators of the Project (NPV, IRR, EBITDA, Debt
service coverage ratio / ENPV,EIRR)
Sensitivity Analysis
Environmental Impact Analysis
Social Impact Analysis
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks
Industrial energy efficient loans allow banks to significantly increase revenues from their existing
customers base, and also to increase profitability and competitiveness of these customers. Below, we
will talk about the simple steps through which the banks can create and make industrial energy
financing as one of the main directions and simultaneously reduce these financing risks.


“Mainstreaming” of EE financing by banks is achieved by taking the EE demands into
consideration in the practice of issuance of the standard loans by the bank, through procedures,
personnel and organizational changes.


The goal of “mainstreaming” of EE financing is to integrate technical and financial consulting
services related to industrial energy efficiency in the process of issuing such loans in the bank, that
are focused on expansion and modernization of enterprises.
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks
Why should my bank want to “mainstream” industrial EE financing?
1. Increase of revenue
EBRD has found that each Euro spent on evaluation of the industrial EE project would result in
new investment of 1,000 EUR in industrial energy efficiency projects.


EBRD, GGF and other donors, as shown above, are significantly increasing financing focused on
energy efficiency and more, this financing is accompanied by appropriate technical support for banks
as well as for increase of their customers’ capabilities.


Average volume of loans is increasing by 15-20% through addition of active financing of energy
efficient projects.


Financing of the EE projects by banks reduces the risks, as borrowers have growing free money
which they pay to cover all loans, in addition the risks from increasing market value of the energy are
reduced.
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks
2. The bank improves its relationship with its industrial and commercial customers, promoting:


Their profitability,



Improvement of cash flows,



Protection against risks of fluctuation of energy prices,



Increase of their competitiveness,



Compliance with the requirements of the environmental regulations.

When the enterprise plans to expand and improve its work processes, it does not often search
specifically for the EE financing, however when it learns about its benefits and decides to invest in
the EE and GE projects, it is often crucial to initiate these processes and brings bilateral benefit to the
bank and to the client.
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks
3. While making the “Green” transaction, the bank creates a brand name with positive and advanced
reputation.

4. The bank meets the requirements of regulators and other government agencies to carry out the
responsibilities of clean energy and climate change in practice.
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks
We are the bankers. How can we manage to track EE technologies of all our industrial customers?
You do not have to track. Bankers should consider only the basic principle of EE: EE investment
reduces consumption of the customer’s electrical and thermal energy in such a manner, that the
derived cash savings justify this investment.


These savings are monetized and can be considered as similar to revenue flows during both
analysis of the project and calculation of payments.


The real challenge in implementing the EE project is not the financing, but the EE technologies.
That’s why the bankers should involve the technical authorities to enable them to choose the
industrial EE technologies, financing of which will result in planned savings.
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks
How can I start “mainstreaming” of industrial EE financing in my bank?


1. Organization of these actions should only start with the bank’s top management:



- Identification of the bank’s chief executive manager, who will guide this EE financing program.
He/she should have experience of EE Banking. His/her main goal will be to explain EE financing
to the rest of the bankers and to control the subsequent steps.
- Enrollment of the engineer with sufficient EE experience and financial thinking and provision
of structuring of EE project financing, analysis of the EE potential in the loan application, as well
as adaptation of EE auditors and external contractors to the bank’s client.
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks
- Performance of the EE Financing training with this engineer for other participating bankers,
where he/she will focus, that EE evaluation of the borrower shall be carried out in parallel to the loan
due diligence.




- Engagement of authoritative technical experts to support EE evaluations, training and audits.



- Development of the EE rating system and its engagement into the bank projects database.

- Modification in the bank’s loan procedures, entering the EE evaluations in the loan assessment
procedure. E.g. The documentation for the project to be sent to the Credit Committee in EBRD
contains a specially designed EE form which is filled in by the bank’s engineer.
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks

2. EE financing group should be created.
Who needs to enter and whether there should be a separate standalone EE unit is decided by the
EE chief executive manager of the bank.


How is the loan application processed when the “mainstreaming” program of EE financing has already
begun?
The steps are derived from the bank’s existing procedure, and in addition the goal is to effectively
engage the EE financing in the existing procedures.
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks

How does this happen in EBRD

EE Questionnaire
When the bank receives a demand on loan from industrial or commercial customer, the EE engineer
of the bank will also pass through it and if he/she finds significant EE potential in advance, he/she
will contact the banker responsible for this loan and inform that he/she sends the EE questionnaire to
this company:
Enterprise data: Year of construction, territory, territory covered with buildings, time of
operations;




Outputs: Product volume and prices (daily, monthly, annually);



Inputs: Raw material volume and prices, electricity and fuel, water supply;



(For five years);



Annual trends: Production by months, heating consumption;



Consumption and loading history;



Investment program: Description, reality, equity, active;



Current and planned investments costs and benefits.
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks
Evaluation of EE Technologies

After receiving a questionnaire, the EE engineer compares the technologies available in the
enterprise with to the best practice data provided in the specialized database
(http://eippcb.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reference). Such measures provide the engineer with preliminary
information about the technological improvements the enterprise needs. The next step is a full-day
visit to the enterprise, meeting with its technical and financial decision-makers, understanding their
strategy and viewing and evaluating the enterprise.
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks
Agreement on EE Measures and their Evaluation in Terms of Financing

The EBRD team offers the choice of EE investments, which are technically feasible, financially
attractive and relevant to the strategy of enterprise.
After that, the bank and the enterprise sign a ‘loan mandate’ letter after which the EBRD offers
technical assistance to the enterprise:

Detailed specifications of recommended EE technologies;

Their prices and energy savings.
Depending on the amount of the EE loan, that will be in line with the strategic development of the
enterprise, it may be followed by:

Full audit of EE investment;

Selective feasibility study of investment plan of the enterprise in comparison with benchmarking
and best practices.
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks
If the company does not have any experience in EE projects, EBRD also offers introduction and
financing of the energy management system to the company:

For monitoring equipment to provide baseline definition of energy consumption,

For analytical computer program, and

For EE investments identification and prioritization training.
The engineer prepares the EE measures that will be included in the loan conceptual document (Letter
of Loan Mandate) and shall be submitted to the Bank’s Credit Committee. It includes:

Information about client;
 Position of client in the industry;

Loan amount;

What will be funded specifically?

Financial analysis and project profitability.
If the Committee agrees, it shall issue a Letter of Loan Mandate, which, after the signature of the
client, allows to begin the agreed EE evaluation.
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Business Model for Banks
“Mainstreaming” of EE Financing by the Banks
Energy Audit
 When the agreement contains EE audit, the engineer sets out the TOR which defines
its terms and conditions. The bank’s engineer will pass through and refine the report and
agree it with the enterprise. These agreed EE measures, which may include the energy
management system training and even the computing system, will be included in the final
version of the credit (exact structure and amount) and will be sent to the Committee.
After the analysis, the rating according to the EBRD scale will be awarded to the loan,
which envisages the energy savings of the project and volume of investment and will be
placed in the database of the bank’s projects.
Energy Management System
 If the company has no any experience in EE projects, EBRD also offers such company
to introduce energy management system that implies introduction of the ISO 50001 in the
company.
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Business Model for Banks
Balance Sheet Financing of EE Projects






The ultimate beneficiary of energy efficiency financing may be a small resident and may also
grow up to a large company. EE measures can be as minor as changing the incandescent light
bulb with the economical / LED bulb and as huge as energy efficient equipment of the company.
Therefore EE investment has various characteristics: several months for EE bulbs and 25 years
and more - for modernization of the building envelope. In ideal case, the payback period of the
“Green” project should correspond to the loan term (if the entire investment is not implemented
in the project capital).
In developing countries, where the financial market is not perfect, limitation of commercial
banks for long-term financing hinders implementation of the “Green” projects and significantly
affects expediency of investing in the capital.
This is often added by unawareness of commercial banks in EE loans, which is another barrier in
the less developed markets. That is why EE investment is often provided in a general
development plan of the company.
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Business Model for Banks

Refinancing

Funding of EE projects from international funds through partner banks is the most common
model in Georgia today. Getting the loan from the “Green Funds”, the banks on-lend them according
to the terms and conditions demanded by the fund, e.g. Bank of Georgia has received the loan of 25
million to finance EE and EG projects for all types (small, medium, large) of companies and the state
companies.


In case of on-lending financing model, it is very important to determine creditworthiness of the
borrower by the bank. Creditworthiness is based on three factors:
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Business Model for Banks

Bases of creditworthiness



Balance sheet based



Asset based



Cash-flow based
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Balance sheet based evaluation implies evaluation of the overall financial position of the
company. In such case assets and liabilities are analyzed and the credit history is also taken into
account.


Asset based evaluation implies evaluation of one large asset of the company. The characteristics
of this asset should be the long term of its functioning, mobility and market price. In case of
financing, it is provided as a bank guarantee. This model is used for industrial EE financing, although
it is characterized with certain difficulties, provided above.


Cash flow based assessment implies analysis of the future flows that would result in a creditfinanced investment in this company. Evaluation should be assured that these flow will be of such
amount and duration, to pay the principal amount and accrued interest of the credit. Such a model
paves the way for the project financing transaction.
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Business Model for Banks

Project Financing

Project Financing - This is one of the types of project financing, which is characterized with:


Off-balance sheet financing;



Loan should be repaid only from future revenues of the project financed;



Therefore, in such financing, the project is a separate unit from the company which assumes all
the risks associated with the project and which has to pay all loan commitments from the cash
flow generated from its functioning.
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Business Model for Banks

Project Financing

Project financing is a method of financing, in which the project funders do not have or have very
limited opportunity to address the main company or in other words – the “sponsor”, who develops
the project, for payment of the liabilities.


The price of the transaction accompanying the project financing is high, and therefore is suitable
only for medium and large transactions.


Project financing requires a large number of contracts of several stakeholders involved in the project,
which comply with various obligations, drafting of legal documents. This is very burdensome and
expensive, that is why the costs of this process are high. Accordingly, the project financing rarely has a
sense, if the project financing is lesser than 25 million.
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Leasing

The client (leasing recipient) will pay the principal amount and interest rate to the financial
institution (leasing issuer). Conditions depend on a specific lease contract. Leasing is a relatively
attractive alternative compared to the loan, since its tax rate is usually less. Leasing of industrial
machinery and equipment is mainly prevalent. There are two types of leasing:
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Business Model for Banks

Capital Leasing

Capital leasing is purchase of machinery and equipment by installments. At the beginning of the
capital leasing, the machinery and equipment are owed by the leasing recipient. That’s why it also
accrues amortization on them and can benefit every year from decreasing tax. The leasing recipient
reflects the object of leasing in the fixed assets in its balance sheet and the amount paid to the related
leasing issuer - in the liabilities.
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Business Model for Banks

Operating Leasing

In case of operating leasing, the machinery and equipment are owed by the issuer until the end of
the lease, which actually leases them for fixed monthly income. This represents the source of offbalance sheet financing. Operating leasing transfers the risk from the leasing recipient to the issuer,
however in general such leasing costs are more expensive for the recipient.
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Business Model for Banks

ESCO Financing Structures
ESCO financing structures are as follows:


Energy performance contracting; and



Guaranteed savings contracts.

Energy Service Company (ESCO) is a commercial organization, that carries out energy solutions:
development and implementation of EE projects. ESCO remains in operating role at the EE project
financing stage, and in addition usually provides services / repairs and measurement / verification
services.


ESCO can be initiated or owned by the EE component manufacturer or such an engineering
company, offering its clients certain kind of financing for its products / services. In some markets
there is ESCO owned by utility service company and independent standalone ESCO.
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Business Model for Banks

ESCO Financing Structures



In order to ensure that the ESCO carries out transaction, there should be a prerequisite for

reliable measurement practices, certified energy savings and long-term and stable energy
consumption in modernized buildings. This is caused by the fact that the operational risk of the
project should be undertaken by the ESCO and the low effect of EE measures will give lesser revenue
than planned to ESCO. Such low performance level should be clearly measured in order to compare it
with the baseline and for this ESCO should perform appropriate measurement / verification measures
at an appropriate cost.
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The risk that the modernized building consumes steadily less energy after modernization and the
risk that the energy prices may be increased should be undertaken by the owner of the building.


ESCO traditionally serves for EE modernization of the public buildings, as the budget is usually
limited in the public sector and the attractive EE projects can not be financed (administrative
buildings, hospitals, schools). In the USA the ESCO market was less than 500 million in 1990 and
grew to 5 billion by 2011.
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Business Model for Banks

Energy Performance Contracting

As we already mentioned above, balance sheet financing of the EE measures often has a longterm payback period, that causes a negative effect on the company and ROCE and ROA. It can also
limit the remaining ability of the company to take a loan, for example, to obtain financing for future
expansion. Because of this limitation, the type of off-balance sheet financing was developed – ESCO
financing structures.


ROCE and ROE coefficients are used to evaluate the company’s profitability and efficiency of its
equity use.




ROCE – Returon on Capital Employed (ROCE=EBIT / Capital employed);



ROE – Return of Equity (ROE=Net Income / Equity)
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Energy Performance Contracting
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Energy performance contract model involves ESCO (Energy Saving Company) activities between the
customer / user and the lender (bank). The customer negotiating energy performance contract with
ESCO. By its side ESCO enters into loan agreement with lenders and makes sure loan disbursement to
implements EE measures for the customer per energy performance contract. Hence, ESCO finances
EE and other necessary equipment, implements the EE measures and they are registered on its
balance sheet, taking financing risk.
ESCO also makes sure repayment of loan (debt service) to the lender (bank) and it collects this money
from the customer. Latest pays monthly / quarterly fee to ESCO, that is directly linked to the volume
of saved electricity, and from which both service and financing costs of ESCO are covered. ESCO will
cover the costs and generate profit, if the EE project financed by it has earned planned savings. As a
result, ESCO undertakes both operational risk of the project as well as the credit risk of the borrower.
Energy performance contract can state right to manage contract with the electricity supplier to
customer (supply will be less in volume compared with before EE measure implementation) by both
the customer or ESCO.
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It is a common practice that ESCO negotiates contracts with not a single, but many different
customers and serves debt from lender (bank) from the cash flows which it gets from these customers.
As a result, it and borrower have useful position from the diversification effect.
The European Energy Efficiency Fund (EEEF) was created by EIB to support the EE potential in the
third sector of the EU. One of the first transactions financed by EEEF was the ESCO contract
between Berlin’s Jewish Museum and Johnson Controls. The Jewish Museum reduced the energy and
operating costs of the building with the support of Johnson Controls from 26% to 46% and CO2
emissions - from 24% to 55%.
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Guaranteed Savings Contracts
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Business Model for Banks

If the company has good financial indicators and therefore access to long-term and privileged
financing, it can create a financing structure itself, using such a situation. In this the company may be
hindered by lack of knowledge of modern EE technologies and it may decide to reduce the
technological risk of its future project. To this end, it can enter into a guaranteed savings contract
with the ESCO.
Guaranteed savings contract model involves customer between ESCO and lender (bank). A
guaranteed savings contract means that customer enters into guaranteed savings contract with the
ESCO to receive and install EE equipment with agreed savings and also to reimburse by ESCO in case
of under performance. Whereas this service recipient customer borrows funds from the lender (bank)
itself, as well as makes sure loan disbursement and debt service, and in turn takes advantage from the
guarantee taken by ESCO on energy savings. Such benefit is reflected in energy costs savings and as a
result in higher operating cash flows, through which the customer itself provides the borrower’s loan
service.
As ESCO implements EE measures, it is immediately paid by the guaranteed savings contractor for
these services. This implies that accounting of these EE measures is carried out by the customer on its
balance sheet.
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ESCO bears obligation in case, if the agreed (guaranteed) savings of the EE measures are lesser, to
reimburse difference loss to its customer. The cost of ESCO’s guarantee depends on its
creditworthiness. As ESCO receives immediate payments from customer for its service it has a
relatively small needs for financing and for provision of its creditworthiness it needs strong position
particularly of equity on its financially sound balance.
Unlike a energy performance contracting, during guaranteed savings contract ESCO undertakes only
the operational risk of the EE measures and not the credit risk of its financing, as the latter is assumed
by the customer / contractor through direct loan agreement with the borrower (bank).
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Barriers to EE project development
Access to EE project financing by the beneficiary

ESCO benefits
- ESCO reduces the need for the EE project financing for the end user.

Lack of knowledge / focus on EE benefits

- ESCO fulfills the role of advisor and provides information on potential of
the ESCO savings;
- ESCO has a great motivation to implement the EE project successfully;
- ESCO can group the projects and thus reduce transaction costs.

Limited knowledge of EE technology

- ESCO fulfills the role of a competent partner in order to evaluate and
develop perspective EE measures and manage their implementation;
- Entering into the energy performance contract or shared savings agreement,
ESCO avoids the beneficiary from the performance risk and takes it itself,
through which it significantly increases attractiveness of the EE project;
- ESCO can undertake the entire EE project, thus reducing the risks and
complexity and making the benefits optimal.

Question: Can ESCO’s financing increase attractiveness of the EE project, if we take difference in
financing costs rendered by ESCO and the beneficiary into account? Which factors have impact?
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ESCO in Developing Countries
Although ESCO is an innovative financing structure with significant potential in context of
developing countries and less developed markets, this financing is significantly represented only in a
small number of countries. This has the following reasons:


ESCO is a profit-oriented structure, which should evaluate and address the risks in order to
maintain financial sustainability. That’s why it can not receive the projects with high risk and low
expected financial outcomes.


Traditionally, ESCO services are provided in the context of large transactions with more than
100,000 USD annual energy costs. Additionally, the energy consumption saved as a result of the EE
project should be stable and long-term.
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ESCO in Developing Countries


On the one hand, the energy performance contracts can reduce the need for financing for the end
user, the ESCO must attract loan funding itself to enable the user to enjoy an attractive payback
period. If the ESCO is not owned by a large company, such as EE components manufacturer or
energy supplier, and if it is not able to obtain internal financing, it should find an external funder.
In less developed markets (e.g. industrial EE equipment market in Georgia), this is a massive
challenge, as banks are not skilled in forfeiting / factoring products.
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Structural Mechanisms to Increase Creditworthiness by the Lender
The bank can evaluate the maximum limit of the debt to be received by the project. For this:






For this purpose, the Debt Service Coefficient Ratio (DSCR) should be calculated. This coefficient
is the ratio of available free cash (operating and investment cash flows) with the required amount
of the debt service.
The debt Service Reserve Account is a balance sheet report of the project that delays the dividend
payments in time and ensures less cash inflows of the project than the expected within the short
term.
Cash Sweep is transmission of the cash flows remaining fulfillment of debt service and creation of
the debt service reserve account for covering of outstanding liabilities, and only afterwards to the
dividends.
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Debt Service Coefficient Ratio (DSCR)
Debt Service Coefficient Ratio shows the lender, how important cash reserve the borrower has to
repay the debt in due time and exactly. This is related to the risk that the revenue of the project may
not be compliant in time and in the amount with the scheduled figures (i.e. be more delayed and
lesser). Probable approach of project performance is used here. For example, two different ways of
performance is considered, the P75 – the project reaches the planned performance with 75%
probability, and the P90 – the project reaches the planned performance with 90% probability.


In the P75 scenario the Debt Service Coefficient Ratio can be 1.2 or 1.3, which means 20% or
30% cash reserve (from the DSCR formula).


In the P90 scenario, the Debt Service Coefficient Ratio can be 1 or slightly higher. It means
existence of the debt service amount or small reserves.


Example: The bank gave EE investor a debt of 1 million for 10 years and for 8% a year. Debt
service consists of equal payments of the principal amount and interest payments, up to 8% of the
payable amount of the debt at the beginning of the year (e.g. at the beginning of the second year 8%
of 1000 and at the beginning of the third year - 8% of 900, etc.).
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Debt Service Reserve Account (DSRA)
Creation of such an account is another mechanism for mitigation of risk of the lender. This
account is opened in the balance sheet of the project and the sense of it is that the lender determines
the amount of DSRA to the borrower up to which this account should be filled from the cash inflows
of the project, and only after such filling the borrower will be able to meet the investor’s obligation in
equity. For example, this amount may be amount of the debt service of 3 months or 6 months, that
remains on the project balance. In addition, this mechanism reduces the equity IRR.


The DSRA will insure the DSCR as a spare reservoir. In the period of the debt maturity and 10-15
years of project functioning, there can be shorter periods when real DSCR<1, i.e. the inflowing
amounts will not be sufficient for payment of the principal amount and the interest. At this time, the
money accumulated on the DSRA will be involved and rectify above failure of DSCR. After this, the
DSRA will be filled to the desired level.
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At the end of the first year, the free inflow of the project amounted to 237. The principal amount
and the interest of the debt service was covered from here, totaling 162 and there remained 75, which
was deposited on the Debt Service Reserve Account (DSRA). As long as 6-month DSRA is required, it
is equivalent to 1-year debt service amount - 162/2 = 81. Accordingly, the project should use the next
year’s cash inflow to fill the DSRA up to 81. At the end of the second year due to operational
difficulties the project’s cash inflow was significantly lesser -150. As a result, the amount of the debt
service is deducted by 5, which was taken from the DSRA. This year DSCR turned out to be less than
1 (150/155 = 0.97). The third year was successful, and as a result, 32 remained after the debt service,
out of which 11 was applied to the DSRA and it was filled up to required 81.


Thus, the purpose of the DSRA, which typically varies from 3 to 12 months, is compensation of
short-term failures during the entire term, but it can not deal with long-term failure.
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Cash Sweep
Very conservative investor may look at this skeptically and ask for another mechanism to
mitigate the risk.


This mechanism, Cash Sweep, implies that free cash remained after the debt service, as well as
after creation of DSRA would not be distributed in equity to investor, but would be applied for
payment of the project debt.
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Investment in the Capital of the Industrial Enterprise
In case of EE investment in the capital of the industrial enterprise, it is important for the investor
to evaluate the solvency of this enterprise in-depth. For this purpose, the investor evaluates the
profitability and balance coefficients of the enterprise.


ROCE and ROE coefficients are used to evaluate the efficiency of use of the enterprise
profitability and its capital.




ROCE – Returon on Capital Employed (ROCE=EBIT / Capital employed);



ROE – Return of Equity (ROE=Net Income / Equity)

EBIT (Earnings before Interests and Taxes) is a way to measure the profitability of the company,
taking all the revenue and expenses into consideration, except for the interest payments / receivables
and taxes payable.




ROCE and ROE high rates indicate higher efficiency of use of the capital.
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Investment in the Capital of the Industrial Enterprise
It is important to note that EE investments increase profitability of the enterprise in the longer
term by reducing the consumption of electricity, which also protects its against the risk of increasing
the electricity prices in the long run, in the initial period it reduces (dilutes) ROCE and ROE.


Example: Company A has a working capital of 500 million and is expecting 120 million revenue
(EBIT). The energy auditor advised the company that investments in EE equipment / devices would
allow it to save 10 million savings at the beginning, which is expected to further increase according to
the expected increase of the electricity tariff.
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Investment in the Capital of the Industrial Enterprise
Company A reaches 24% ROCE before the EE project is implemented. EE Investment has a
financing term of 11 years and reaches 10% of IRR within this term.


As a result of implementation of the EE project, Company A has increased working capital up to
600 million. At the beginning it was increased by 10 million and reached 130 million. As a result,
ROCE was decreased to 21.7%.
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Barriers to Implementation of EE Projects
Lack of demand for financing of EE project
Lack of knowledge and focus
- Low electricity prices

Lack of availability of financing of the EE project
Insufficient financing from the budget
- Due to the internal restrictions of the budget, private and public
companies do not want to pay the cost of the EE investment even for
financing of the financially viable project (balance sheet financing).
In addition, absence of appropriate knowledge about off-balance
sheet financing makes it impossible to implement the EE project.
- Absence of incentives for saving electricity costs, especially in the
- While most of the projects of renewable energy generate positive
industrial sector: managers do not have the incentives like in the
cash flows after initial investment, the EE project has resulted in
main business (creation of new products, attracting new customer)
decrease of energy consumption and saving of energy consumption
as a result: i.e. future cost savings may be source of debt payment.
- Preliminary expenses for development and evaluation of the EE
- However, the EE investment reduces the risk caused by rising of the
project is high (e.g. energy audit)
electricity prices and reduces energy consumption, it also increases
capital intensity and therefore reduces (dilutes) ROCE and ROE.
- Conflict of interest with electricity suppliers who are not interested - Due to the lack of experience in financing of the project based on
in decreasing consumption
energy and cost savings, the banks can take conservative position due
to inaccurate evaluation of risk and payback.
Insufficient technical knowledge
- Limited abilities of the banks in less developed markets to provide
long-term and preferential financing to the EE project.
- Technical knowledge for identification, evaluation and
implementation of the EE project
- Perception of the high risk resulted from this
- Unqualified energy audit as a result of absence of audit standards
and procedures
Regulatory and legislative
- Development of off-balance sheet / ESCO financing due to absence
or unclear regulatory framework
Commercial construction investors may not be able to understand
energy saving benefits, if the cost of energy is paid by the residents
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Advantage of the First Action
Banks can enjoy the advantage of the first action if they enter into the industrial EE financing market
which is practically unutilized and in addition has significant potential. These advantages are as
follows:
Creation of the best financing opportunities in this sector (with long-term and preferential
interest rate) and achievement of the competitive advantages, through cooperation of the bank with
the international funds of industrial EE financing




Establishment of a good reputation by the bank in the new industrial EE financing market

Loyalty to the bank by the customer, through quick identification of its name and high
qualifications in the industrial EE financing




Holding a significant market share in the context of weak competition
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Increased Demand by Policy
Adoption of expected laws on energy efficiency, as well as on renewable energies on Spring and
incentives derived from them will actually increase the demand for industrial EE projects and thus
for their financing.
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Factors of Effective Financing Instruments Success
Better service for customer’s needs
Close contacts with the service providers and equipment
suppliers
Understanding customer needs and creating trust with
him/her
Portfolio analysis and customer search
Supplier management: partnership with goods suppliers and
service providers
On-site meetings with a client
Using effective method / equipment to evaluate EE potential

Developed and emerging markets
Successful financing programs offering more than just a
funding
Transaction scale and expenses
Balance sheet and off-balance sheet financing

EE equipment as a bank guarantee
Payments for EE incentive
Sustainability
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Factors of Effective Financing Instruments Success
The energy efficiency financing practice demonstrated the following challenges (Institute for
Industrial Productivity):
The context of the market, where financing of the project is carried out, is very important. In
some cases external factors such as informing a customer about energy efficiency technologies and
benefits, availability of funds, market complexity, energy efficiency policy and regulations, taxes,
electricity prices and subsidies, price of greenhouse gas emissions, possibilities of borrowing
organizations is important for a successful financing program rather than financing design, internal
structure and implementation of the program itself. An example of this is the EE financing program
in China, which effectively uses the active policy of the Government, which has been developed to
reduce energy intensity and to increase the EE investments step-by-step.


Despite the fact that EE investments are less dependent on legislative policies and privileges than
renewable energy investments, they are still sensitive to Government policy and deterioration of the
market condition.
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Flexibility of the Financing Program
In developing countries, especially where the industrial EE financing is at early stage, the studied
context of the market may be outdated in relation to the time of implementation of the financing
program, as the context may be significantly changed. In order to remain successful, the financing
program should have an internal flexibility in these countries to respond the changes of the market
context. The EE financing program in Bulgaria has been able to adapt to the internal flexibility
towards the market changes during the project design and implementation phases and, what is
equally important, due to the coordinated goodwill of the stakeholders of the project.
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Developed and Emerging Market Models
Developed markets are characterized by more modern and sophisticated financial markets and
regulatory modes that enable application of more advanced mechanisms in the EE financing such as
ESCO, EE Service Contractors, e.g. Metrus Energy in the USA.


In the developed markets, the Government and the citizens have increasing demands to the
living standards and environmental protection. Under these conditions, the Government is bringing
certain tax on energy to address it to financing energy efficiency improvement measures and policies.
E.g. Public Benefit Fund (PBF), founded by many states such as NYSEDRA in the state of NY and Eff
– in the state of Vermont.
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Developed and Emerging Market Models
Developing countries have less modern and complex financing for EE, and therefore international
financial institutions and climate and green funds play a major role. However, for example, Thailand
has imposed fuel tax, which was addressed to the fund, financing EE. Another important challenge in
the emerging markets is that the end users, investors and international financial institutions can see
the significant benefits of increasing energy efficiency very well. Indeed, in practice it happens so
that when the market is emerging and often emerges rapidly, the investor is also focused on the rapid
growth through increasing benefit, and it overlooks the need for efficiency and cost management.
And when such market starts to fall, this leads to losses and worsening of competitiveness.
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Integrated EE support programs, providing more than just financing, are more successful
The EE financing programs carry out additional services accompanying financing in the emerging
markets in order to develop and make the markets, in which they operate, effective. In these
additional services, which are shown on the diagram below, the most efficient was transfer of
knowledge and capacity building, both for end users and for financial institutions (banks).


The well-focused technical assistance program combined with the financing program was also
very effective, which compensates the cost of energy audit and technical development of the project.
For example, EBRD Energy Audits Program is a model of assistance that provides energy audits with
technical assistance in all its commercial and industrial EE financing programs.
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Transaction Scale and Price
Constant challenge accompanying the EE financing is a small scale of most of the projects,
compared to the efforts required for their implementation and transaction price. These are
particularly related to the projects that are financed by the project financing or balance sheet
financing schemes, as the contractual framework and detailed due diligence, which is necessary for
such transactions, are much more intense than the balance sheet financing of the project. Small-scale
transactions are occasionally affecting the industrial EE financing programs that require co-financing
from other financial institutions, as the level of effort and costs are higher than the conscious
outcomes (e.g. EERSF’s case in Bulgaria).
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Off-balance Sheet and Balance Sheet Financing
Due to the above mentioned, most of the EE projects are financed according to the project
sponsor’s creditworthiness. This is especially true for the emerging markets with less complex
financial instruments. Despite the fact that certain efforts addressed to increase off-balance sheet
financing mechanism (e.g. project financing) in the EE financing, and also to increase functioning of
the energy service providers (e.g. ESCO), were followed by the successful outcomes, often the EE
financing in the emerging markets used to turn to the debt financing, which is the most widespread
model. As a result, many industrial EE financing programs in the emerging markets have failed to
reach the small and medium sectors and the customers with low credit capabilities.
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Off-Balance Sheet and Balance Sheet Financing
In addition, project financing and other off-balance sheet financing structures are more expensive
than balance sheet financing. This high price absorbs energy savings of industrial EE projects and
increases the payback time of investments. This challenge increases the risk of failure of the decisionmaking on use of the project financing by the project sponsors. In addition, sponsors often do not
want to take extra balance sheet liabilities, and they only have the option of the off-balance sheet
financing.
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EE Equipment as a Credit Assurance
In using EE project financing, the key barrier shall be utilization of EE equipment as a credit
assurance. There are two challenges:


The equipment is placed in the user’s area and is used as credit assurance; and

The new industrial process and EE equipment often form the part of the user’s enterprise and will
have a high price if the entire enterprise is sold and much less – when they are sold separately. Also,
in case of bankruptcy of the borrower, the sponsor shall be entitled to enter the borrower’s territory
and to remove the EE equipment of the borrower for which it will need the consent of the borrower
and plus incurring the expenses for such removal. In practice, proportionally low EE equipment
financing corresponds to the EE project with relatively high design and engineering costs. As a result
in case of failure to pay the debt or bankruptcy, the sponsor will consider such borrower likewise the
borrower without assurance.
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EE Equipment as a Credit Assurance
In the United States of America, the efforts to strengthen the credit reliability of the EE borrower
on legislative basis (PACE) and other mechanisms (on-bill repayment) have resulted in contradiction
from creditworthy borrowers and the Borrowers’ Association (On-bill financing and on-bill
repayment programs provide two options for property owners to pay for investments in clean energy
upgrades through their utility. ... On-bill financing allows the utility to incur the cost of the clean
energy upgrade, which is then repaid on the utility bill.).
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Tax Incentives
Governments often apply to tax incentives such as privileges on depreciation, direct investments
in priority sectors, e.g. research and development, renewable energy. Accelerated tax depreciation
and even more privileges on depreciation used for the EE equipment, as well as for more efficient
new equipment increases in practice the volume of investments in the industrial sector. For example,
the current EE investments in the USA are in less favorable conditions than investments in solar
panels, Despite of the fact that the first one is more profitable for the economy.
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Evaluation of Energy Savings
A critical component in the EE project development process is evaluation of the energy savings
potential. This leads to implementation / non-implementation of the investment in the EE measures.
As we have already mentioned, when the EE financing program is combined and includes technical
assistance (e.g. energy audit and savings evaluation), then EE investments have much more successful
outcomes (e.g. EBRD EA, NYSEDRA)


Although each EE project has individual requirements, requiring the solutions focused on end
user, enterprise and the relevant market, creation of planned and real energy savings databases will
greatly benefit both the end users of the EE project as well as its sponsors. Simultaneously,
development of energy savings and emissions reduction standards will contribute to clear evaluation
of the benefits of the EE projects and increase investments in the end.
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Energy Efficiency and More
The EE financing programs focus mainly on quantifiable electricity savings and occasionally on
other types of energy savings, such as gas consumption, alteration of fuel type and combined use of
heating / energy, that can be achieved by modernization of existing means. Some innovative
financing programs, such as NYSEDRA, enhance the EE component of new equipment and process
improvement through comparison of performance. I.e. the new equipment output per single input of
relevant energy is compared to the data of existing equipment (pre-installation baseline). Increasing
the impact of the EE financing program will be even more possible if the effectiveness towards other
resources will be evaluated in it, e.g. water use. It should also be taken into consideration that water
service in the emerging markets may be significantly subsidized, which will prevent evaluation of
economic efficiency.
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Sustainability


EE financing program is the most effective when:

- Sustainable public financing is involved, for example, PBF participating in financing of
NYSEDRA and Eff. VT;




- It achieves self-sufficiency during the program time, e.g. (EERSF); or

-It provides self-confidence among the private sponsors to replenish existing insufficiency in EE
financing. (CHEEF)
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Conclusions and Recommendations


The EE financing program requires two key features for successful outcomes:

It should significantly increase the awareness about the EE benefits in both the industrial sector
as well as the financial sector. This allows the program to pass and enable the decision-makers to
understand their opportunities in these both sectors. Measures taken for raising of awareness are
technical assistance, energy audits, assistance in technical development of the project, targeted
trainings and conferences.


Increasing the cost abilities of non-investment in the EE project. This brings the price of the EE
decisions down to the price of the business-as-usual decision or at a lower level, and thus contributes
to recognizing the value of energy savings. Such recognition leads to positive decisions on EE
investment. Forms of these measures are as follows: establishment of similar schemes, tax incentives,
limits related to greenhouse gases and pricing mechanisms.
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